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World History Lessons for the Stuff That's Hard to Teach
Designed to supplement the study of United States history.
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28 Days
This book effectively translates author John Green's YouTube video sensation of
World History Crash Courses into guided question worksheets. Students follow
along with John Green's online Crash Courses and reflect upon events in World
History using this interactive guiding question workbook. Common Core English
standards are followed in all questions asked helping students tap into level 3 and
4 DOK (Depth of Knowledge) thinking skills surrounding events that have occurred
throughout US History.

Exploring World History
Reduced reproductions of transparencies and student worksheets from American
history visual resources and from Art in American history.

Focus on World History
A unique insight into the reign of the imperial couple Justinian and Theodora is
presented. The private and public life of the emperors, their deceit and destruction
and its consequences are depicted. The book reveals secrets and gives voice to
that age's common men. It is an essential landmark in the history of individual
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legal rights.

Crash Course Us History
E. H. Gombrich's Little History of the World, though written in 1935, has become
one of the treasures of historical writing since its first publication in English in
2005. The Yale edition alone has now sold over half a million copies, and the book
is available worldwide in almost thirty languages. Gombrich was of course the bestknown art historian of his time, and his text suggests illustrations on every page.
This illustrated edition of the Little History brings together the pellucid humanity of
his narrative with the images that may well have been in his mind's eye as he
wrote the book. The two hundred illustrations—most of them in full color—are not
simple embellishments, though they are beautiful. They emerge from the text,
enrich the author's intention, and deepen the pleasure of reading this remarkable
work. For this edition the text is reset in a spacious format, flowing around
illustrations that range from paintings to line drawings, emblems, motifs, and
symbols. The book incorporates freshly drawn maps, a revised preface, and a new
index. Blending high-grade design, fine paper, and classic binding, this is both a
sumptuous gift book and an enhanced edition of a timeless account of human
history.
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A History of US
Ancient Times
“The mystery of the pyramids is solved before our eyes” in this illustrated YA guide
to their construction by the Caldecott Medal-winning author (Kirkus). In Pyramid,
acclaimed author and illustrator David Macaulay explores the construction of
ancient Egyptian pyramids from the initial planning stages to the methods used to
lift stones up to the structure’s highest level. Through concise text and richly
detailed black and white illustrations your readers are introduced not only to
ancient Egyptian engineering, tools, and labor practices, but also the philosophy of
life, death, and afterlife that made these awe-inspiring monuments necessary as a
pharaoh’s final resting place. "Macaulay's brilliant Pyramid shows, detail by detail,
how the great pharaohs' burial places were conceived and constructed… His
draftsmanship is unexcelled, and his book is pharaonic in opulence and
design."—Time

Discovering Our Past
The book effectively translates author John Green's YouTube video sensation of US
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History Crash Courses and reflects upon events in US History using this interactive
guiding question workbook.

Crash Course World History
Gods and goddessesin human, animal, and other formswere central to the
ancient Egyptian way of life. Identified with the natural world, daily living, and the
afterlife, they maintained order and prevented chaos from permeating the human
world. The figures documented in ancient hieroglyphics are given dimension in this
absorbing volume, which examines the characteristics and significance of many of
the Egyptian gods and goddesses and also looks at related topics such as ancient
symbols and the influence of Egyptian mythology on other cultures and belief
systems.

The Twentieth Century
Even struggling readers will find it hard to resist our exciting series of eBooks in a
variety of popular genres. These stories deal with mature themes involving
culturally diverse characters. Written specifically for the struggling reader, these
fast-paced books maintain student interest until the last page. Questions at the
end of each title test students' strategy skills, vocabulary, and comprehension. The
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Teacher's Resource Guide contains 48-pages. Reproducible exercises including prereading activities to introduce story themes and vocabulary; crossword and hidden
word puzzles; language arts extension; traditional comprehension questions; and a
book report. Simply select and print the activities that you need.

World History
Focus On U.s. History
Examine the role of geography in global history! Stimulates visual learning with 35
reinforcement activities Contains easy-to-use background reading sheets, teaching
suggestions, and scoring rubrics

Guns, Germs, and Steel: The Fates of Human Societies
A comprehensive history of our world, from the dawn of human history to the
present day.

Brain Teasers
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"A new series from respected educator Dr. James Stobaugh that takes you on a
journey through history without the filters of revisionist or anti-Christian
perspectives. This book is designed for a year's worth of study; 34 powerful weeks
of historical viewpoints. A summary sets the stage for learning so the student can
enjoy a daily lesson with thought-provoking questions, and an exam that takes
place every fifth day. Historical content covered in this volume includes the
following: Mesopotamia, the Jewish Exile, Egyptian Life, Greece, Life in Athens,
Roman Life, Early Church History, Japanese History, Indian (South Asian) History,
Persian History, Chinese History, the Middle Ages, the Crusades, the Renaissance,
the Reformation, German History, the World Wars, and South Africa."--P. [4] of
cover.

Transparency Directory for American History Visual Resources
& Art in American History
This practical resource shows you how to apply Sam Wineburgs highly acclaimed
approach to teaching, "Reading Like a Historian," in your middle and high school
classroom to increase academic literacy and spark students curiosity. Chapters
cover key moments in American history, beginning with exploration and
colonization and ending with the Cuban Missile Crisis.
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The Era of Industrial Growth and Foreign Expansion
Explores the life and career of the Burmese political activist who won the Nobel
Peace Prize in 1991.

The Secret History
Reproducible student activities cover colonial experiences, including interaction
with Native Americans, family and social life, the beginnings of slavery, and the
seeds democracy.

World History & Geography
Offers activities to students that describe the major themes in world history during
the twentieth century, including the struggles of nation-building among the
countries that won independence and the growth of global communication.

U.S. History Map Activities
This collection of ready-to-use, reproducible pencil-to-paper worksheets is ideal for
enrichment or for use as reinforcement. Perfect for use at school or as homework,
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it offers your students extra exposure to the events and people that shaped world
history.

Aung San Suu Kyi
Mystery Teacher's Resource Guide
"Fascinating. Lays a foundation for understanding human history."—Bill Gates In
this "artful, informative, and delightful" (William H. McNeill, New York Review of
Books) book, Jared Diamond convincingly argues that geographical and
environmental factors shaped the modern world. Societies that had had a head
start in food production advanced beyond the hunter-gatherer stage, and then
developed religion --as well as nasty germs and potent weapons of war --and
adventured on sea and land to conquer and decimate preliterate cultures. A major
advance in our understanding of human societies, Guns, Germs, and Steel
chronicles the way that the modern world came to be and stunningly dismantles
racially based theories of human history. Winner of the Pulitzer Prize, the Phi Beta
Kappa Award in Science, the Rhone-Poulenc Prize, and the Commonwealth club of
California's Gold Medal.
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Ancient World History
180 Days of Social Studies for Kindergarten
Reproducible student activities cover the Civil War and the rebuilding of the
postwar South.

The Complete Book of World History
In this Second Edition of this radical social history of America from Columbus to the
present, Howard Zinn includes substantial coverage of the Carter, Reagan and
Bush years and an Afterword on the Clinton presidency. Its commitment and
vigorous style mean it will be compelling reading for under-graduate and postgraduate students and scholars in American social history and American studies,
as well as the general reader.

World History
Egyptian Gods & Goddesses
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"A picture book look at many of the men and women who revolutionized life for
African Americans throughout history"--

The Mystery of History, Volume 1
Presents activities to engage students, covering early humans, first civilizations,
and ancient cultures throughout the world.

Everything You Need to Ace Math in One Big Fat Notebook
Reading Like a Historian
Pyramid
Supplement your social studies curriculum with 180 days of daily practice! This
essential classroom resource provides teachers with weekly social studies units
that build students' content-area literacy, and are easy to incorporate into the
classroom. Students will analyze primary sources, answer text-dependent
questions, and improve their grade-level social studies knowledge. Each week
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covers a particular topic within one of the four social studies disciplines: history,
economics, civics, and geography. Aligned to the National Council for the Social
Studies (NCSS) and state standards, this social studies workbook includes digital
materials.

World History Worksheets
It’s the revolutionary math study guide just for middle school students from the
brains behind Brain Quest. Everything You Need to Ace Math . . . covers everything
to get a student over any math hump: fractions, decimals, and how to multiply and
divide them; ratios, proportions, and percentages; geometry; statistics and
probability; expressions and equations; and the coordinate plane and functions.
The BIG FAT NOTEBOOK™ series is built on a simple and irresistible
conceit—borrowing the notes from the smartest kid in class. There are five books
in all, and each is the only book you need for each main subject taught in middle
school: Math, Science, American History, English Language Arts, and World History.
Inside the reader will find every subject’s key concepts, easily digested and
summarized: Critical ideas highlighted in neon colors. Definitions explained.
Doodles that illuminate tricky concepts in marker. Mnemonics for memorable
shortcuts. And quizzes to recap it all. The BIG FAT NOTEBOOKS meet Common Core
State Standards, Next Generation Science Standards, and state history standards,
and are vetted by National and State Teacher of the Year Award–winning teachers.
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They make learning fun and are the perfect next step for every kid who grew up on
Brain Quest.

World History Map Activities
The Story of Salt
Contains source documents for American history and the series index.

Ancient Civilizations Through the Renaissance
World History
Presents the history of salt, from the many ways it's gathered from the earth and
sea, to its many uses throughout history, from ancient times to Gandhi's famous
Salt March.

World History, the Human Experience
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Provides sample questions and answers, recommended readings, maps, and
activities.

A People's History of the United States
Includes twenty-six brain teasers and their solutions

Glencoe World History
A Little History of the World
A textbook history of the world focusing on the development of various
civilizations.

The Black Man's Burden
Activities for secondary students centered on specific historical and current events.
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